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	Pro .NET 2.0 XML (Expert's Voice in .Net), 9781590598252 (1590598253), Apress, 2007
XML is the de facto language for communication within and between distributed applications, whether they're on the Internet or a corporate network. XML is successful because of two strengths: it has a highly-structured human readable format and it can be transmitted as pure text. No matter how disparate applications and their architectures may be, text files can always be read, and therefore can accept XML data. This makes XML-based solutions advantageous over rival technologies like remoting.
Pro .NET 2.0 XML is the first book to provide a complete solution to XML on the .NET Framework 2.0 including the new .NET 3.0 extensions that are being released in January 2007. It provides you with everything you need to know to take advantage of XML in every aspect of your job--including integration with Windows Communication Foundation.

	This is the first book that describes how XML interacts with Windows Communication Foundation (part of the new .NET 3.0 extensions).
	Author Bipin Joshi is a Microsoft Certified Trainer who regularly teaches classes on XML. He provides the kind of clear, precise guidance that you need.
	This will be the most complete book on .NET 2.0 XML available. It covers everything you need to use XML effectively.


About the Author
   
Bipin Joshi has been programming since 1995 and worked on a variety of tools and technologies including C, C++, Clipper, FoxPro, VB, COM, and ASP before embracing the .NET platform in 2000. He is the web master of two popular web sites, www.dotnetbips.com and www.binaryintellect.net. And he is the coauthor of several well received .NET 1.1 and .NET 2.0 titles. Bipin is also a Microsoft MVP and has MCT and MCAD certification.
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Refactoring JavaScript: Turning Bad Code Into Good CodeO'Reilly, 2017

	
		If your JavaScript is a mess, frameworks can only do so much to help. No matter what framework, "compiles-to-JS" language, or library you use, bugs and performance concerns will always be an issue if the underlying quality of your JavaScript is poor. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how test and refactor your...



		

DNS and BINDO'Reilly, 1998
You may not know much about the Domain Name System − yet − but whenever you use the Internet, you
use DNS. Every time you send electronic mail or surf the World Wide Web, you rely on the Domain Name
System.

You see, while you, as a human being, prefer to remember the names of computers, computers like to address...

		

Bash Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2006

	In this quick reference, you'll find everything you need to know about the bash shell. Whether you print it out or read it on the screen, this book gives you the answers to the annoying questions that always come up when you're writing shell scripts: What characters do you need to quote? How do you get variable substitution to do...





	

RESTful Web API Design with Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and implement comprehensive RESTful solutions in Node.js


	About This Book

	
		Design, implement, and route Node.js RESTful services with the Express framework module
	
		Test user-developed modules with Nodeunit and module mocking with SinonJS
	
		Use this practical guide to...



		

Photographing Families: Tips for Capturing Timeless ImagesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Create family portraits to cherish for a lifetime


	Family photographs are a staple of both amateur and professional photography. While always in demand, they also pose a unique set of challenges. In this book, Canon Explorer of Light Michele Celentano guides beginning- to intermediate-level photographers around the common...


		

Tales of Mathematicians and PhysicistsSpringer, 2006
Tales of Physicists and Mathematicians is a translation of a book that was published in Russia in 2001 and is based on articles that appeared from 1960–1980. The first edition of the book, less than half the size of the current one, was published in the Soviet Union in 1981 and in English in 1988. Thus the book has its own history, and I...
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